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stl"ut contained

sponsible for both

th'e ,?hape of- the- Cllrve s ~

more logicalCj The

a:Jr.~rang_elnellt-for

Wate'J: Tunnel. The

lines for inJecting<air at v~rying rates immediately behind the

resulting open cavity.

With the tunnel running at constant velocity, small opening of the air

supply valye caused bubbles to be mixed with the water in the wake behind

U181'(. As the ·air-injection rate was slowly increased, the fr began to

be swept downstream.. This develop"ment of the ope:n ca required an injection

rate e to or slightly higher than the higlie st rate indicated at the

end of the entrainment curves. Once the cavity began to be rate

could be held constant bi-lt the cavity would continue to gjrow until a stable config

uration ""vas reached at the cavitation nun"lber corresponding to this entxainrnent

as indicated on the branch of the to the left of the minimum

is finally replaced by the stable , double-yo

5 ..

jet roller decreases

The c makes considerable change In corJiguration. a fForn its

change in during the transition stages. The short cavity has a strong

re-entt:ant jet that fills the c space vJ"ith. a tun"1bling mixture of

liquid and gas as shown in Fig. 4. 'A_ clean, smooth is<~otoA'dinarily

formed because it strike s cavity wall and disturbs its o""vn formation" As

the cavitation number decreases and the cavity length increases, the
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up passages
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cavity pressure to open the passages Lor a rapid se ell=

of

there 15 a limiting low cavitation nunlDeI

c

As a re

air -n"laintained C

openings and is a function

t() De a~loideclo This

s 2 and 30

The portion of the entrainment curve s to

s an increasing entrainn1.ent with reaslng cavitation nurnber c.e-

creasing cavity and pressure" IS brought about

figuration .cue the d:c~ion of gravity altering the Jt:}e ~--.e!1.t:rant

jet.

.At some cavitation nUffioer where the cavity is short 9 there s :rela~,

. 1 1 .....+- . t t' , +-' rI" • '. . 'I t I'tlve_y .1lL.de gravl a lonai aC"lon",dstorung tne sream lnes the

s1rrnmetrical configuration" ,The re-entrant jet is

and it br.ings int0 the cavity sufficient liquid tr.

"\tvell ,,~.fO:l~rrled

a large, turnbling :roller

that becomes well mixed withcavitygasl' thereby causing the

sto:t:tion

be At a lower cavitation number the cavity length is

a longe:l[,; time for the gravity forces to a

there

of the syn'1metrical re =entrant This distortion is such that

it begins to oppose the re -entrant jet" The roller arid

its air =entraining action is consequently reduced"

The reduction of the re -entrant is accomplished as follows: V/ith

creasing K s

hydrostatic preSSU1"e

long enough fOl" the combination

s in the Iiquid

thee p:re S SUI'e frorn top to bOtt01Y1 at the to calJ.se bottOl'Tl

streamlines to rise relative to those higher side s. The CUJcvea

and on opposite sides of the cavity" Such opposite stre

by the stream-

by this

acentral ridge"

flattened

that meet at the same axial pOsition downstream"

The L1founta.in , in. rising ,to the central :regions

on and opposes the portion of the re -entrant

ar,e now the only

but the bottom streaullines

bottom surface of

hump is

streamline s rise and oppose the re _C>·'T>T"..""
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might



be formed by the side streamlines .while the top stJfearnlines are of no help in

forr.(1ing the jet since they are brough.t to the closure position still farther dOWll-

In r£lannerthere =entrantjet is £inallycompletely by

rnanifestation of the gravity. action and in place the rising "fountain", nO"~1

than the side streamlines, creates the double-vortex type of

Closure.

rise in the cavity floor relative to the sides might also be considered

as effect the varying cavitation nUlnber from top to bottom of a finite

cavity under the influence of gravity .. \Vnen the difference in free-stream.

pressure from top to bottom of the cavity is sufficient to alter the cavitation

number enough to a significant difference in cavity lengthp the bottom

stream.lines will be brought in for a cavity closure sooner than those on the

sides and and the ""fountain" v/ill result as beforeo

).~ secondary factor which might produce a slight tendency toward decreased

entrainment ,vith a decl'ease in cavitation number is independent of the gl'avity

effect and dependent only on the characteristic sOl the re -entrant jet as a

function of KG Relations derived by Birkhcff (2) and O'Neill (3) show that

V.
J

= v
o

as obtained by application of the Bernoulli equation t? a cavity boundary streatn<o>

Garid the approximate relation

ADeDa
4

+ K/4}

froIn tnotnenturn considerations Q Here, V.: and ~~:1 are the velocity
j J

area of the re "'entrant jet and AD is the separa.tion>~reaofthe nose having

coefficient enG at K = 00 Since both thevel,ocity a:nd the area of the

decreased with decre,asing caVitation number, the disturbance and air

~_""""'~..... be expected also to decrease'! This is, of cou:rse~contraryto

expectation that the larger cavity would have greater entrainment.

variation in je.t velocity and area could produce only avery small effect

of variation and the range in cavitation number involved is Slnalh

action, the other hand, effects the entire elimination 6f the



The shape of the

'9 -

as characterized :a. of

m±nimu!n ent:rainrnent with an increase fo·r either higher or lower cavitation

numbe 1" s, is thus seen to he brought about by the action of gravity in elirnin,ating

one entrainment process':' turbulent, re -entrant jet roller ~ and initiating

another- double-vortex cavity closure 0 The cleanest cavity closure,

without for'\vard splash or without open passages for conducting away cav~ty

gas!! occurs at the cavitation nUl'1.ber and Fronde number at which

occurs"

transition
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